Accurate and efficient orbital propagators are critical for space situational awareness because they drive uncertainty propagation which is necessary for tracking, conjunction analysis, and maneuver detection. We have developed an adaptive, implicit Runge-Kuttabased method for orbit propagation that is superior to existing explicit methods, even before the algorithm is potentially parallelized. Specifically, we demonstrate a significant reduction in the computational cost of propagating objects in low-Earth orbit, geosynchronous orbit, and highly elliptic orbit. The new propagator is applicable to all regimes of space, and additional features include its ability to estimate and control the truncation error, exploit analytic and semi-analytic methods, and provide accurate ephemeris data via built-in interpolation. Finally, we point out the relationship between collocation-based implicit Runge-Kutta and Modified Chebyshev-Picard Iteration.
I. Introduction
Accurate and timely surveillance of objects in the near-Earth space environment is becoming increasingly important to national security and presents a unique and formidable challenge. Efficiently and accurately modeling trajectories of the vast number of objects in orbit around the Earth is difficult because the equations of motion are non-linear, the infrequency of observations may require modeling trajectories over long periods of time, and the number of objects to be modeled is on the order of 10 5 and growing owing to object breakups and improved sensors. While existing numerical methods for orbit propagation appear to meet the current needs of satellite operators, advances in numerical analysis, together with improved speed, memory, and architecture of modern computers (e.g., the availability of parallel processors), necessitate new and improved algorithms for orbit propagation, especially when future needs in space situational awareness are taken into consideration.
In this paper, we demonstrate the construction, implementation, and performance of collocation-based implicit Runge-Kutta (IRK) methods for orbit propagation (i.e., the numerical solution of initial value problems arising in orbital mechanics). This includes collocation-based IRK methods such as Gauss-Legendre, Gauss-Chebyshev, and their Radau and Lobatto variants, [1] [2] [3] [4] as well as band-limited collocation-based IRK methods. 5, 6 Particular attention is given to a class of collocation-based IRK methods known as GaussLegendre IRK (GL-IRK). Collocation-based IRK methods are ideally suited for orbit propagation for several reasons. First, unlike multistep methods, GL-IRK and other collocation-based IRK methods are A-stable at all orders, thus allowing for larger (and fewer) time steps to be taken without sacrificing stability.
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As a result, less error is accumulated and the computational cost is reduced. Second, and perhaps more importantly, collocation-based IRK methods can exploit parallel computing architectures, which makes them well-poised to meet the future demands of space surveillance. It is worth noting that current state-of-the-art numerical integrators such as Dormand-Prince 8(7), Runge-Kutta-Nystrom 12 (10) , Gauss-Jackson (GJ), and Adams-Bashforth-Moulton (ABM) are explicit methods that are not A-stable nor parallelizable. [1] [2] [3] [4] 7 The properties of these methods are summarized in Table 1 . A survey of numerical integration methods used for orbit propagation can be found in Montenbruck & Gill 8 and Jones & Anderson.
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Our implementation of IRK overcomes the disadvantages often associated with using implicit numerical methods: the need to solve a system of nonlinear equations at time step. We mitigate this problem by making use of available analytic and semi-analytic methods in astrodynamics. 8, 10 Such approximate solutions are DP8 (7) RKN12 (10) Table 1 . Summary of the properties of numerical integration methods used for orbit propagation. While it is possible to implement error control with Gauss-Jackson (GJ), its standard implementation lacks this feature. 7 RKN12(10) is unable to handle cases wherein the force acting on the object depends on its velocity (e.g., when non-conservative forces are present).
II. Mathematical Preliminaries
The first-order ordinary differential equation (ODE) y (t) = f (t, y(t)) ,
together with the initial condition y(t 0 ) = y 0 ,
a An adaptive numerical method for solving initial value problems estimates the local (truncation) error arising after each time step and compares it to a user-specified tolerance to determine whether or not to accept the step, as well as to adjust the size of the subsequent time step.
define an initial value problem (IVP). Many standard problems in dynamics can be converted to this form.
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The independent variable t (time) is permitted to take on any real value, and the dependent variable y ∈ R Runge-Kutta methods may be used to solve the IVP given by (1)- (2) , that is, to find the state of the object at time t = t 0 + h. [1] [2] [3] [4] An s-stage Runge-Kutta method is defined by its weights b = (b 1 , b 2 , . . . b s ), nodes c = (c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c s ), and the s by s integration matrix A whose elements are a ij . It is used to solve the IVP over a given time step b t 0 to t 0 + h by writing
where ξ i are the function evaluations at the intermediate times t 0 + c i h for i = 1, 2, . . . , s, and where the internal stage z i = y 0 + h s j=1 a ij ξ j is the approximation of y at time t 0 + c i h. Once obtained, the internal stages are used to advance the solution from t 0 to t 0 + h according to
If a ij = 0 for i < j, then (3) is an explicit expression for the internal stages. Otherwise, as with implicit Runge-Kutta (IRK) methods, iterative techniques must be used to solve the nonlinear system of equations (3), and an initial guess is required. In fact, as we shall demonstrate in Section III, it is the availability of approximate analytical solutions to (1)-(2) that make the iterative solution of (4) tractable in orbital mechanics. Examples of fixed-point methods for solving (3) include the Jacobi method, the Gauss-Seidel method, and the Steffensen method. Newton and quasi-Newton methods can also be used. 13 Note that the Runge-Kutta method (A, b, c) can be reformulated so that the s evaluations of f in (4) need not be performed.
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A. Runge-Kutta Methods for Second-Order Systems
Of particular importance in the modeling of the motion of objects subject to forces are equations of the form
which can be written as a first-order ODE (1) where
and
Let the initial condition (2) be
In this case, the system of equations defining the internal stages of the IRK method (3) becomes
and (4) becomes
b Typically, multiple time-steps must be taken to solve an IVP using Runge-Kutta methods.
Substituting the first formula of (9) into the second yields
and substituting the first formula of (9) into (10) yields
Provided thatā ij ,b i , andc i are pre-computed, these substitutions reduce the storage required by the implicit Runge-Kutta methods as well as the number of iterations.
3 Similar substitutions can be done for higher-order ODEs to reformulate the associated IRK method.
B. Construction of Collocation-Based Runge-Kutta Methods
There is an extensive literature devoted to the construction of IRK methods.
1-4 Here, we describe the construction of a class of IRK methods known as collocation-based IRK methods, which have particularly strong stability properties. This framework allows us to readily construct collocation-based IRK methods such as Gauss-Legendre, Gauss-Chebyshev, and their Radau and Lobatto variants.
Without loss of generality c , a collocation-based, s-stage IRK method consists of choosing s collocation points c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c s in [−1, 1], and seeking a vector function u that obeys the initial condition (2) and satisfies the differential equation (1) at the collocation points. In other words, one seeks a function u such that
A collocation method consists of finding such a u and setting y 1 = u(t 0 + h). The collocation method for c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c s is equivalent to the s-stage IRK method with coefficients
where
is the Lagrange interpolating polynomial. Band-limited collocation-based IRK (BLC-IRK) methods, 5 and methods wherein the interpolating function need not be polynomial, may be constructed by choosing a family of orthogonal basis functions and computing
and where
are the components of the interpolation matrix Ψ −1 . Collocation-based IRK methods are amenable to interpolation (and extrapolation). The solution of the IVP at the collocation points, together with the interpolation matrix Ψ −1 , the elements of which are given by (20), can also be used to determine the state of the object at points that do not necessarily correspond to the collocation points. 5 Since Ψ −1 can be pre-computed, interpolation can be done efficiently.
C. Other Collocation Methods (e.g., Modified Chebyshev-Picard Iteration)
An alternative, but mathematically equivalent (in the sense that it produces the same discrete approximation) approach to collocation-based IRK is the following. 14, 15 Rather than working in terms of the values of the function f , one works in terms of the coefficients of a chosen family of basis functions R j for j = 1, 2, . . . , s (e.g., Chebyshev or Legendre polynomials) by expressing the approximate solution u(t) as
The vector coefficients a j are obtained by satisfying the ODE at s chosen collocation points and by satisfying the initial condition; the resulting system of nonlinear equations relating the coefficients a j and the function f is solved using iterative techniques. This approach is sometimes referred to as a collocation method, and has been used in astrodynamics by several authors. 11, [16] [17] [18] We emphasize that it is mathematically equivalent to an s-stage collocation-based IRK method having the same collocation points and basis functions, 14, 15 since this fact does not appear to be well known. Since collocation methods are a subset of IRK methods, we prefer to describe the new propagator in the broader context of IRK. This choice also allows us to easily make use of a number of results from numerical analysis, most notably, the theory of order conditions.
D. Order Conditions
Letŷ be the exact solution to the initial value problem (1) and (2) at t = t 0 +h, and let y 1 be an approximate numerical solution at t = t 0 + h. The approximate numerical solution is said to have order p if the local error satisfies
as h → 0. For an s-stage Runge-Kutta method to obtain order p, it must satisfy the order conditions B(p), C(η), and D(ζ) with p ≤ η + ζ + 1 and p ≤ 2η + 2, where
Note that for p = 1, B(p) reduces to
which is the condition required for any Runge-Kutta method to be consistent and convergent, 1, 2 a prerequisite for its use. Gauss-Legendre IRK methods achieve the highest possible order (p = 2s) and are deemed super-convergent. Their Radau IA and IIA variants achieve order p = 2s − 1, and their Lobatto IIIA, IIIB, and IIIC variants achieve order p = 2s − 2.
2, 3 Gauss-Chebyshev IRK methods are order p = s. Their Radau IA and IIA variants achieve order p = s − 1, and their Lobatto IIIA, IIIB, and IIIC variants achieve order p = s − 2.
2, 3 The order of a BLC-IRK method is between zero and 2s depending upon the choice of band-limit.
III. Implementation of Implicit Runge-Kutta for Orbit Propagation
One of the main difficulties with the implementation of implicit Runge-Kutta (IRK) methods is the need to solve a nonlinear system of equations at each time step. These must be solved iteratively and in an efficient manner (see Subsection A), and a stopping criterion for the iterations must be established (see Subsection B). Moreover, for an IRK method to be practical, approaches to limit the number of iterations should be used that exploit approximate solutions to the initial value problem (see Subsection C). Another difficulty with the implementation of IRK arises from the requirement that the accumulation of error is monitored and controlled so that the accuracy of the numerical solution can be established (see Subsection D). The present implementation of IRK for orbit propagation addresses and circumvents each of these difficulties.
A. Solution of the Nonlinear System via Fixed-Point Iteration
Newton's method or one of its many variants can be used for solving the nonlinear system of equations, but this requires calculation (or approximation) of the Jacobian. In orbit propagation, evaluation of a single component of the Jacobian is more expensive than evaluation of a single component of the force, and there are more components to evaluate. Hence, this approach can be costly. Simplified Newton methods avoid having to calculate the Jacobian at each of the intermediate times, but reduce the convergence from quadratic to linear. 4 Alternatively, fixed-point methods can be used for solving the nonlinear system. Although fixed-point methods converge more slowly than Newton's method (but at the same rate as simplified Newton methods), fixed-point methods do not require the computation of a Jacobian, and are thus well-suited for orbit propagation. The downside of using fixed-point methods is that they generally degrade the superior stability properties of IRK methods. In particular, provided that the initial guess is sufficiently close to the solution, there is no limit on the size of the time step that can be taken when a method is A-stable and Newton's method is used. If a fixed-point, rather than Newton's method, is used, then there is a maximum step size above which the iterations diverge. While this may appear to limit the applicability of fixed-point methods to orbit propagation, we have studied the convergence of fixed-point methods in this context, and determined a bound on the maximum step size, below which the iterations will converge. For the case of unperturbed Keplerian dynamics, our proof of convergence indicates that steps sizes up to three-quarters of an orbital period are acceptable. Practically speaking, the propagator we develop monitors the convergence of the iterations during each step of the propagation, and reduces the step size if necessary.
There are a number of different fixed-point iteration methods that may be used to solve the nonlinear system (11), the simplest being the Jacobi method (see Algorithm 1) . Note that the s evaluations of the force model and the s internal stage updates can each be done in parallel. An efficient and robust convergence criteria for stopping the iterations will be presented in Subsection B.
Algorithm 1: Jacobi Method
Jacobi method for solving the nonlinear system (11) arising in orbit propagation.
inputs : Initial guess for the reformulated internal stages z i and z i , second-order integration matrices and nodes (a ij ,ā ij , c i ,c i ) for i, j = 1, 2, . . . , s, time step h, current state (y 0 , y 0 ), and iteration tolerance. outputs: Solution for the reformulated internal stages and corresponding force-model evaluations.
begin while stopping criterion for the iterations has not been met (see Subsection B) do for i ← 1 to s do Evaluate the force model at node i:
An alternative to the Jacobi fixed-point method, known as the Gauss-Seidel method (see Algorithm 2), combines the two for-loops of the Jacobi method into a single step. In practice, the Gauss-Seidel method converges more quickly because the newly calculated function evaluations are immediately incorporated into the internal stage updates. However, neither the s evaluations of the force model nor the s internal stage updates can be done in parallel, so the computational advantages are only obtained in a serial computing environment or in a parallel computing environment in which the number of processors does not exceed the number of orbits to be propagated multiplied by the number of internal stages. In the latter situation, parallelization at the level of the orbits can still take place, but finer parallelization, at a the level of the internal stages, cannot.
Algorithm 2: Gauss-Seidel Method
Gauss-Seidel method for solving the nonlinear system (11) arising in orbit propagation.
inputs : Initial guess for the reformulated internal stages z i and z i and corresponding force-model evaluations, second-order integration matrices and nodes (a ij ,ā ij , c i ,c i ) for i, j = 1, 2, . . . , s, time step h, current state (y 0 , y 0 ), and iteration tolerance. outputs: Solution for the reformulated internal stages and corresponding force-model evaluations.
begin while stopping criterion for the iterations has not been met (see Subsection B) do for i ← 1 to s do Update the i th internal stage:c i hy 0 + h 2 s j=1ā ij g j → z i and h s j=1 a ij g j → z i . Evaluate the force model at node i:
B. Stopping Criterion for the Iterations
Rather than performing a fixed number of iterations, we seek a stopping criterion that minimizes the number of iterations necessary for convergence to a given accuracy. Following Hairer & Wanner, 4 denote the set of internal stages after m iterations as
and let ∆V m = V m+1 − V m denote the iteration error. Since convergence is linear, we have
where || · || is a suitable matrix norm that is consistent with the way in which the local error is estimated (see Subsection D). Additionally, since we are dealing with a second order system, one must decide whether to monitor the error Z or Z (or some combination d ). Provided that the iterations are converging (see Subsection A), the convergence rate Θ < 1. Let V * be the exact solution to (11) . Applying the triangle inequality to
yields
An estimate of the convergence rate Θ can be made using
or if ∆V m−1 is unavailable (as is true after only one iteration), Θ from the previous integration step can be used, provided that the previous and current time steps are comparable. We therefore stop the iterations when
and accept V m+1 as an approximation to V * , where tol is the local error tolerance and κ is a numerical pre-factor. If Θ ≥ 1 or the number of iterations reaches the maximum allowable number of iterations, we halt the iterations and reduce the time step by a factor of two.
C. Solution of the Nonlinear System Using Multiple Force Models
Physical systems are typically described by a hierarchy of mathematical models of increasing complexity. In orbital mechanics, for example, the complexity of the force model depends upon the degree and order of the gravity model, and how drag, solar radiation, and third-body effects and other perturbations are accounted for. It is therefore reasonable to ask whether low-and medium-fidelity force models can be used in conjunction with high-fidelity force models to efficiently solve differential equations of the form (11) . The answer depends upon the underlying numerical methods. Implicit numerical methods can exploit multiple force models, whereas explicit methods cannot.
In particular, the iterative technique used for solving the nonlinear system of equations that arise on each step of an implicit Runge-Kutta (11), whether it be fixed-point or Newton-step, requires a guess for the internal stages to start the iterations. Rather than using a single, high-fidelity force model, we use a tiered approach wherein multiple force models are evaluated sequentially (see Algorithm 3). This approach significantly reduces the number of high-fidelity force-model evaluations, and is similar to the approach used by Beylkin & Sandberg 6 and Bradley et. al.
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Algorithm 3: Sequentially Evaluate Force Models
Sequentially evaluate force models in succession together with IRK to solve the nonlinear system (11) arising in orbit propagation.
begin
Use Algorithm 1 or 2 with g = g (low) where g (low) is a low-fidelity force model, and pass the result as input to the following step. Use Algorithm 1 or 2 with g = g (med) where g (med) is a medium-fidelity force model, and pass the result as input to the following step. Use Algorithm 1 or 2 with g = g (high) where g (high) is a high-fidelity force model.
D. Error Estimation and Control
Numerical error is intrinsic to orbit propagation (unless the propagation is done analytically). It arises due to the finite precision of computations involving floating-point values (i.e., round-off error), and due to the difference between the exact mathematical solution and the approximation to the exact mathematical solution (i.e., truncation error). Owing to round-off error, the final few digits of a floating-point computation cannot be considered to be accurate. Round-off error can be mitigated to some extent, 4 but it is truncation error that is typically the dominant contributor to numerical error in orbit propagation. Recall that the local (truncation) error is related to the order of the numerical method (see Section II). Fortunately, the local error can be estimated and controlled. Note that the orbital propagators presented by Bradley et al. 5 and Bai & Junkins 11 do not estimate nor control the error. Modern methods for solving initial value problems (IVPs) estimate and control the error by adjusting the step size accordingly. 19 For higher order methods such as those needed for orbit propagation, 8, 9 rigorous error bounds become unpractical, and it is therefore necessary to consider the first non-zero term in the Taylor expansion of the error. Even so, one cannot simply compute the global error (without access to the true solution), that is, the error of the computed solution after several steps. Rather, the local error committed at each step of the method can be estimated and used to adjust the step size, keeping in mind that local errors are accumulated and transported to the final state. Ideally, local error control results in global error control, and the method takes the largest time steps possible without committing too much error. Hence, the method does just the right amount of work solving the IVP.
Let tol = atol + rtol · ||y 0 || be the local error tolerance, where atol is a user-specified absolute tolerance, and rtol is a user-specified relative tolerance. On each step of the propagation, we estimate the local error and require that it fall below tol. This approach is known as error per step (EPS) control e . The local error e Conversely, error per unit step (EPUS) control requires that the local error fall below tol · h for the step to be accepted.
estimate err is used to adjust the subsequent step according to
where p is the order of the IRK method (see Section II). The parameters 0.5 and 2 are chosen so that the ratio h next /h is neither too large nor too small. The parameter 0.35 is chosen to increase the probability that the next step is accepted, with the probability depending on the order of the IRK method. We note that at the culmination of each step, we ensure that the step size to be taken for the following step does not exceed the final time. If so, the step size is reduced. Our approach to error control is summarized in Algorithm 4.
Algorithm 4: Error Estimation and Control
Estimate and control the local error.
inputs : Initial guess for the reformulated internal stages z i and z i and corresponding force-model evaluations, second-order integration matrices and nodes (a ij ,ā ij , c i ,c i ) for i, j = 1, 2, . . . , s, time step h, current state (y 0 , y 0 ), iteration tolerance, and local error tolerance. outputs: Solution for the reformulated internal stages and corresponding force-model evaluations accurate to within the local error tolerance. We choose to estimate and control the error in propagating an orbit by using Earth-centered-inertial coordinates (ECI). The reason for this choice is two-fold. First, the components of the internal stages naturally separate into positions and velocities in ECI. Then, one simply decides whether to control the error in position, the error in velocity, or both. Second is the fact that the geopotential calculation and its derivatives (the component of the force model evaluation that is most expensive) are naturally expressed in Earth-centered-Earth-fixed coordinates, which convert to ECI through a trivial rotation. 8 Use of an alternative coordinate system for propagation would incur an additional cost due to the necessary change of variable at each node. Furthermore, one would not be able to exploit the second-order formulation of implicit Runge-Kutta to reduce the computational cost of integration.
IV. Performance of the New Orbital Propagator
In this section, we test the performance of the new IRK-based propagator in six realistic orbit propagation scenarios. Both the efficiency and the accuracy of the propagations will be quantified. Although any IRK scheme can be used within the new propagator (including those not based on collocation) we have chosen to use the Gauss-Legendre IRK (GL-IRK) family of methods in the present study because:
• GL-IRK methods are A-stable (and B-stable) and can therefore be applied to stiff problems (e.g., satellite re-entry, highly elliptic orbits),
• GL-IRK methods are parallelizable and can therefore exploit advanced computing architectures (each evaluation of the force model can be done independently and on a different processor),
• GL-IRK methods are super-convergent, they achieve the highest order of convergence possible for a Runge-Kutta method (methods based on Chebyshev collocation are not super-convergent),
• GL-IRK methods are symmetric and thus preserve time-reversibility of a dynamical system (if applicable), and
• GL-IRK methods are symplectic and thus preserve the first integral of a Hamiltonian system (if applicable).
BLC-IRK methods share many of the same properties as GL-IRK (and reduce to GL-IRK in a suitable limit). Our computational experience is that BLC-IRK methods can be up to 25% more efficient if large (fixed) time steps are taken and the optimal step-size is known a-priori so that the error need not be estimated. However, the challenge with using BLC-IRK methods is to develop an adaptive step-size control that is comparable in performance to GL-IRK methods. This remains an open research problem.
We compare the performance of the new propagator to that of Dormand-Prince 8(7) (DP8 (7)) and Adams-Bashforth-Moulton (ABM). DP8 (7) is an explicit Runge-Kutta method, and ABM is a multistep method. Both methods are adaptive-step, high-order methods, and, like the new propagator, have the ability to estimate and control the local error. Both methods were designed with the goal of reducing the number of function calls, and, like the new propagator, both methods adaptively select the initial time step f . Hence, DP8 (7) and ABM are good candidates to which we can compare the performance of IRK. Moreover, ABM is similar to Gauss-Jackson, what is used by Space Command, and we have a robust implementation of ABM (courtesy of MATLAB). An implementation of DP8 (7) is available on the MATLAB file exchange. Review of the code reveals it to be a robust implementation as well, though not to the high standard achieved by ABM.
In order to make a fair comparison between the performance of the three methods, DP8 (7) and ABM are modified so that the same criterion for step acceptance is used as with the new propagator: on each step of a given method, we require that the relative error in the 2-norm of the position of the object fall below a user-specified relative tolerance g . Hence, we are using error per step (EPS) control. To quantify the computational cost of orbit propagation, we count the number of evaluations of the high-fidelity force model required to achieve a given global accuracy. We compute truth by propagating the initial orbital state using a high-accuracy 50-stage GL-IRK method. Recall that evaluation of the high-fidelity force-model is the dominant cost of orbit propagation, and that explicit methods can only use a single (high-fidelity) force model.
The initial conditions of the six orbit propagation scenarios are listed in Table 2 , along with the duration of the propagations. A degree and order 32 gravity model (EGM2008) is used in LEO and in HEO, and a degree and order 8 gravity model is used in GEO. For the sake of presentation, we do not consider drag or solar radiation in the first five scenarios. In the sixth scenario (satellite re-entry), a Harris-Priester drag model is used to demonstrate that the new propagator can handle cases wherein there is significant orbital decay. Unperturbed Keplerian dynamics is used for the low-fidelity force model, and J 2 -gravity is used for the medium-fidelity force model. Since the computational cost of evaluating the gravitational force using a degree and order 32 gravity model is roughly 500 times greater than that using J 2 -gravity h , we can safely neglect the cost incurred during evaluation of the low-and medium-fidelity force models in LEO and in HEO. J 2 -gravity is roughly 32 times faster to evaluate than a degree and order 8 gravity model. Hence, we can safely neglect the cost incurred during evaluation of the low-and medium-fidelity force models in GEO. For each scenario, we consider the relationship between the user-specified local accuracy, the global accuracy, and the computational cost. The relationship between the local and global error is shown first, followed by the relationship between the computational cost and the global accuracy. A quadratic-leastsquares-fit to each of the data sets is shown. As the local accuracy is progressively increased (i.e. the local f The new propagator also adaptively determines the number of IRK stages to use for a given propagation. g Henceforth, error refers to the relative error in the 2-norm of the position of the object. h The cost of evaluating a degree and order N gravity model using spherical harmonics is O(N 2 ), and J 2 -gravity is approximately twice as fast as a degree and order 2 gravity model. error tolerance is decreased), the global accuracy increases (i.e. the global error decreases), as does the computational cost (i.e. the number of function calls). Effective error control is evidenced by the quadraticleast-squares-fit through the global vs. local accuracy data being nearly linear and the correlation being positive. Note that the global accuracy is always less than the local accuracy, in some cases by an order of magnitude or more. For a short and a long propagation to achieve the same global accuracy, the long propagation requires a greater local accuracy than does the short propagation. This fact is inherent to numerical propagation. The results shown pertain to a serial computing environment. Since 5-15 IRK stages are used in the scenarios, an additional speedup of 5-15 times would be observed in a parallel computing environment i . For reference, 7 digits of accuracy correspond to approximately one-meter accuracy for the object in LEO, and 7.5 digits of accuracy correspond to approximately one-meter accuracy for the object in GEO. For the object in HEO, 7 digits of accuracy correspond to approximately one-meter accuracy at perigee.
• Scenario 1. An object in low-altitude LEO is propagated for 3 orbital periods, or approximately 4.5 hours, using adaptive step-size control. The performance of the new IRK-based propagator is summarized in Figure 1 , and compared to that of DP8 (7) and ABM. All three methods effectively control the error, and IRK is 70-80% more efficient than DP8 (7) and ABM over the range of accuracies considered.
• Scenario 2. An object in low-altitude LEO is propagated for 30 orbital periods, or approximately 45 hours, using adaptive step-size control. The performance of the new IRK-based propagator is summarized in Figure 2 , and compared to that of DP8 (7) and ABM. All three methods effectively control the error, and IRK is 60-70% more efficient than DP8 (7) and ABM over the range of accuracies considered.
• Scenario 3. A object in GEO is propagated for 3 orbital periods, or approximately 3 days, using adaptive step-size control. The performance of the new IRK-based propagator is summarized in Figure  3 , and compared to that of DP8 (7) and ABM. All three methods effectively control the error, though the IRK solution is ten times more accurate than that of DP8 (7) and ABM for the same local accuracy. Moreover, IRK is 80-90% more efficient than DP8 (7) and 60-65% more efficient than ABM over the range of accuracies considered.
• Scenario 4. An object in GEO is propagated for 30 orbital periods, or approximately 30 days, using adaptive step-size control. The performance of the new IRK-based propagator is summarized in Figure  4 , and compared to that of DP8 (7) and ABM. All three methods effectively control the error. Again, IRK is much more accurate (globally) for a given local accuracy, and 90-95% more efficient than DP8 (7) and 75-85% more efficient than ABM over the range of accuracies considered.
• Scenario 5. An object in HEO is propagated for 3 orbital periods, or approximately 36 hours, using adaptive step-size control. The performance of the new IRK-based propagator is summarized in Figure  5 , and compared to that of DP8 (7) and ABM. All three methods adequately control the error, and IRK is 50-70% more efficient than DP8 (7) and 30-55% more efficient than ABM over the range of accuracies considered.
• Scenario 6. A satellite that re-entered the atmosphere, known as ROSAT, 20 is propagated for 3 orbital periods, or approximately 4.5 hours, using adaptive step-size control. The performance of the new IRK-based propagator is summarized in Figure 6 , and compared to that of DP8 (7) and ABM. Using the published weight of ROSAT (2400 kg) we estimate the the area-to-mass ratio to be 4.7×10
This results in a nearly 1 km decay in the altitude of the spacecraft per orbital period. All three methods adequately control the error, and IRK is 65-75% more efficient than DP8 (7) and ABM over the range of accuracies considered.
V. Conclusion
The use of implicit numerical methods for orbit propagation represents a paradigm shift in astrodynamics. Standard algorithms are based on explicit and multistep numerical methods. 7, 8 As such, they solve an initial value problem by calculating the state of a system at a later time from the state of the system at the current time. Implicit numerical methods, on the other hand, solve an initial value problem by calculating the state of a system at a later time from the state of the system at the current time, together with the state of the system at future times. Hence, an initial approximation for the solution is required, and the resulting system of nonlinear equations must be solved iteratively. What makes implicit Runge-Kutta (IRK) methods practical for orbit propagation is the availability of analytic and semi-analytic approximations to the solution that can be computed efficiently and used to warm-start the iterations, thereby lowering the computational cost of orbit propagation. IRK methods can also be super-convergent, meaning that larger (and fewer) time steps can be taken than their explicit counterparts. What is more, IRK methods are parallelizable. Explicit Runge-Kutta and multistep methods are not. Even before parallelization, the new adaptive-step IRK-based orbital propagator is found to be significantly more efficient in our test scenarios than adaptive-step explicit and multistep methods often used for orbital propagation, specifically, Dormand-Prince 8(7) and Adams-Bashforth-Moulton. Table 3 lists the computational savings obtained in LEO (Scenarios 1-2), GEO (Scenarios 3-4), HEO (Scenario 5), and Satellite Re-Entry (Scenario 6) when medium-to high-accuracy propagations are performed. Not all orbital propagators estimate and control the truncation error by adapting the step size. Instead, fixed steps (in time or in an orbital anomaly) are taken. 5, 7, 8, 11 By taking fixed steps, one is assuming that (1) the nonlinearity in the underlying dynamics is approximately uniform over each step and (2) the step size yields a truncation error that is less than the error in the force models (but not too much less or else unnecessary work is done to propagate the orbit). Unfortunately, one or both of these assumptions can be violated. The first assumption breaks down when propagating low-altitude orbits, highly-elliptic orbits, or orbits over long enough time intervals. The second assumption requires a-priori knowledge of the truncation error, which would need to be tabulated offline for a given set of force models and a large number of orbit propagation scenarios. Our approach is to use an adaptive-step orbital propagator that uses online error estimation and control wherein the acceptable level of truncation error can be tuned to the error intrinsic to the force models. Therefore, the error estimates are more accurate, and the propagator does just the right amount of work for a given propagation.
A large class of methods for propagating an orbital state and its uncertainty (e.g. the unscented Kalman filter, 21, 22 particle filters, 23, 24 Gaussian sum filters [25] [26] [27] [28] ) require the propagation of an ensemble of particles or states through the nonlinear dynamics. Hence, orbit propagation is a prerequisite for uncertainty propagation using these methods. In this paper, we demonstrated the use of implicit Runge-Kutta methods for accurate and efficient orbit propagation. In a companion paper, 29 we demonstrate the use of implicit Runge-Kutta methods for accurate and efficient uncertainty propagation. 
